We study the arrival time distribution of overdamped particles driven by a constant force in a piecewise linear random potential which generates the dichotomous random force. Our approach is based on the path integral representation of the probability density of the arrival time. We explicitly calculate the path integral for a special case of dichotomous disorder and use the corresponding characteristic function to derive prominent properties of the arrival time probability density. Specifically, we establish the scaling properties of the central moments, analyze the behavior of the probability density for short, long, and intermediate distances. In order to quantify the deviation of the arrival time distribution from a Gaussian shape, we evaluate the skewness and the kurtosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The overdamped equation of motion of a classical particle in one dimension presents a simple yet very useful model for the study of many physical, biological, economical, and other systems. Depending on the character of the force field acting on the particle, this equation provides a basis for describing different phenomena in these systems. Specifically, if the force field contains the noise terms arising from the influence of the environment, it describes a large variety of noise-induced phenomena including noise-induced transitions
[1], directed transport [2] , and stochastic resonance [3] , to name only a few. It should be noted that in some cases, especially within the white-noise approximation, the statistical properties of the solution of this equation can be obtained analytically.
If the environment is disordered the force field contains also the random functions of the spatial variable. In this case the overdamped dynamics represents both the noise-induced and disorder-induced effects and it can exhibit as well anomalous behavior even in the simplest situation of additive white noise [4] . For the latter situation a number of exact results was obtained for Sinai disorder [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , Gaussian disorder [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , and also for some special cases of non-Gaussian disorder [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] .
When the noise terms produced by a stochastic environment become negligible, the overdamped equation of motion accounts solely for effects of quenched disorder. This equation effectively describes, e.g., the transport of particles in deterministic ratchets with quenched disorder [19, 20, 21] and can be used for the study of the dynamics of localized structures like domain walls in random magnets and vortices in type-II superconductors. Although temporal noise terms are absent, there are only very few exact results available. Therefore, in order to fill this gap, we have examined the following dimensionless equation of motion for an overdamped particle [22] :Ẋ t = f + g(X t ).
(1.1)
Here, X t denotes the particle coordinate that satisfies the initial condition X 0 = 0, f (> 0) is a constant force, and g(x) = −dU(x)/dx = ±g is a dichotomous random force generated by a piecewise linear random potential U(x), see Fig. 1 . It is assumed that the random intervals s j of a linearly varying U(x) are statistically independent and distributed with the same (exponential) probability density p(s). Moreover, we assume that the conditions f > g and g(+0) = −g are imposed. can be used for studying the statistical properties of distances that pass the light emitted by a star in different directions.
In [22] we derived the probability density of the solution of Eq. (1.1) and investigated explicitly its time evolution. In contrast, in this work we focus on the statistical properties of the arrival time for the particles governed by Eq. (1.1). The paper is structured as follows.
In Sec. II, we derive the path integral representation for the probability density of the arrival time. The characteristic function of the arrival time is determined in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we calculate the moments of the arrival time and study their asymptotic and scaling behavior.
The basic properties of the arrival time probability density are studied in Sec. V, both analytically and numerically. We summarize our findings in Sec VI. Some technical details of our calculations are deferred to the Appendix.
II. PATH INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ARRIVAL TIME PROBA-BILITY DENSITY
According to Eq. (1.1), the arrival time t x , i.e., the time that a particle spends moving from the origin to a position x(> 0), is given by the integral expression
.
This time depends on the random function g(x) and thus presents a random quantity. The probability density P x (t) that t x = t for a fixed coordinate x, i.e., the probability density of the arrival time, is defined in the well-known way as
where the angular brackets denote an averaging over the sample paths of g(x), and δ(t − t x )
is the Dirac δ function.
To obtain the explicit form of P x (t) we use a path integral approach. Because of the dichotomous character of the random function g(x), it is convenient to present the probability density in terms of the partial densities
where P (n)
x (t) is the probability density that for the sample paths of g(x) which are undergoing n changes of the sign on the interval (0, x) the condition t x = t holds. For a given n (≥ 1) the solution of Eq. (1.1) can be written in the form
withs n+1 ∈ (0, s n+1 ). On the other hand, because g(x) = (−1) j g if x belongs to the interval
Setting X (n) t = x and replacings n+1 by x − n j=1 s j , the result (2.5) can be recast to
Let us next introduce the probability p(s j )ds j that the j-th jump of g(x) occurs in the interval ds j and also the probability ∞ l p(s)ds that the distance between the nearestneighbor jumps exceeds l. Then, the probability dW n (x) that the function g(x) on the interval (0, x) experiences n jumps in the intervals ds j (j = 1, . . . , n) assumes the form
Becauses n+1 > 0, the positive variables of integration, s j , must satisfy the condition n j=1 s j < x. Denoting by Ω n (x) a region in the n-dimensional space of these variables, being defined by the aforementioned condition, we obtain
(2.8)
Finally, taking into account that t (0)
) is the arrival time at n = 0 and W 0 (x) = ∞ x p(s)ds is the total probability of those sample paths of g(x) which do not change sign on the interval (0, x), we end up with the following path integral representation for the probability density of the arrival time:
This form of the arrival time probability density is rather general, but possesses a rather complex mathematical structure. Based on (2.9), however, we arrive at two conclusions that are valid for an arbitrary probability density p(s):
, and (ii) P x (t) is properly normalized, i.e.,
To prove the second assertion, we first note that, according to (2.9),
, where W n (x) = Ωn(x) dW n (x) is the probability that the function g(x) has undergone n jumps in the interval (0, x). Next, introducing the quantities S n (x) = Ωn(x) n j=1 p(s j )ds j , we find the representations W 0 (x) = 1 − S 1 (x) and W n (x) = S n (x) − S n+1 (x), see also [22] . Finally, taking into account that S ∞ (x) = 0 and ∞ n=1 W n (x) = S 1 (x), we assure that the normalization condition holds true for an arbitrary p(s).
III. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION OF THE ARRIVAL TIME
By use of the integral formula for the δ function,
we can rewrite the probability density (2.9) in the form of a Fourier integral, i.e.,
According to Eqs. (2.9)-(3.2), the characteristic function φ x (ω), which determines all the statistical properties of the arrival time t x , is obtained as
In the general case of an arbitrary p(s), the characteristic function has a complex structure involving an integration over the n-dimensional domain Ω n (x) and a summation over all n.
Remarkably, however, φ x (ω) can be expressed in terms of elementary functions if the random intervals s j are exponentially distributed, i.e., if p(s) = λe −λs , where λ −1 is the average length of s j . In this case the probability (2.7) becomes 5) and (3.4) reduces toφ
For the calculation ofφ x (ω) it is convenient to transform the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6) into a form with separate integrations over the variables s j . To this end, we use an approach [22] based on the integral representation of the step function
which is valid for arbitrary η > 0. Applying (3.7) to (3.6) and setting y = x − n j=1 s j , one obtains the desired result:
Then, using the identity
and taking into account that, according to (2.6),
we reduce the formula (3.8) to the form
Here,
(Re ν k > 0, k = 0, 1, 2) and
(3.12) with δ 0 = 0, δ 1 = −1, and δ 2 = 1. We note that the right-hand side of (3.10) contains an arbitrary positive parameter η. According to the definition (3.4), however, the left-hand side of (3.10) does not depend on η. This implies that the final result of evaluating the series and integral in (3.10) does not depend on η as well. Therefore, for auxiliary manipulations we may choose a most convenient value for this parameter.
From this point of view, it is reasonable to choose η > λ. This is so because in this case |I(ν k )| < 1 and the series in (3.10) can be easily evaluated:
Substituting (3.13) into (3.10) and using that W 0 (x) = e −λx and
from (3.3) we obtain
Upon calculating the integrals in (3.15) (the details are given in the Appendix) we find a remarkably simple expression for the characteristic function of the arrival time
where
We note that φ x (ω), being the characteristic function, satisfies the conditions |φ x (ω)| ≤ 1, φ x (0) = 1 and φ x (−ω) = φ * x (ω), where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugation. Equation (3.16) is our main result which allows us to study the essential properties of the arrival time analytically.
IV. MOMENTS OF THE ARRIVAL TIME
The moments of the arrival time are defined in the usual way as t
and can be deduced through the characteristic function as follows:
According to (3.16) and (4.1), the first moment, i.e., the mean arrival time, emerges as
At small distances from the origin, when λx ≪ 1, the formula (4.2) yields t x = x/(f − g).
This result is expected: The total probability of those sample paths of g(x) which do not change the sign on the interval (0, x) tends to 1 as λx → 0, and thus the average particle velocity tends to f −g. In the other limiting case, when λx ≫ 1, the formula (4.2) approaches
This result is corroborated by the fact that the long-time asymptotic of the average particle velocity equals (f 2 − g 2 )/f [22] .
The moments of higher order can also be calculated straightforwardly. In particular, for the second moment we obtain
3)
The central moments, (t x − t x ) m , can be determined from the finite series
where C j m is the binomial coefficient, or, alternatively, by the formula
Specifically, using either of these definitions, the variance of the arrival time,
2 , can be written in the form
At short distances, when λx ≪ 1, the variance reduces to
and at long distances, when λx ≫ 1, it reduces to
Moreover, the central moments of the arrival time possess interesting scaling properties.
Namely, using (4.5) with (3.16) and (4.2), one obtains
is a function of the single variable λx, and
Thus, the central moments exhibit a universal dependence on f , g and λ, i.e., (
V. PROPERTIES OF THE ARRIVAL TIME PROBABILITY DENSITY
As it follows from (3.16), the characteristic function tends to e −λx+iωx/(f −g) as |ω| → ∞.
According to (3.2), this suggests that the probability density of the arrival time contains the δ-singular contribution, i.e.,
denotes the regular part of P x (t) and
Because the intensity of the δ-singular part decreases exponentially with increasing x, its contribution to P x (t) plays a crucial role only at short distances from the origin. The regular part rules the behavior of P x (t) at longer distances.
A. Behavior at short distances
At λx ≪ 1 we can obtain the probability density P x (t) in a simple way, without the need to evaluate the integral in (5.2). To this end, we first note that the δ-singular part of P x (t)
is formed by those sample paths of g(x) that do not change the sign on the interval (0, x).
Accordingly, only the sample paths which have at least one change of the sign on this interval do contribute to the regular partP x (t). For small values of λx repeated changes of the sign are unlikely. Therefore, in order to determineP x (t), we consider the sample paths with a single change of the sign. In this case the probabilityP x (t)dt is equal to dW 1 (x) = λe −λx ds 1 and, because t = t
(1)
Finally, substituting (5.4) into (5.1), we find the probability density of the arrival time at λx ≪ 1:
At first sight, this result may come as a surprise because the regular part of the probability density does not depend explicitly on x and t. It should be stressed, however, that the formula (5.4) is derived under the condition that t ∈ [t min , t max ], where t min = x/(f + g) and
. This means thatP x (t) depends on x and t implicitly leading to the broadening ofP x (t) if x increases. At the starting point x = 0 we have t min = t max = 0, thereforeP 0 (t) = 0 and, in accordance with the condition t 0 = 0, P 0 (t) = δ(t). We note also that the normalization condition tmax t min P x (t)dt = 1, which holds true also for (5.5), further corroborates the validity of (5.4).
B. Behavior at long distances
To study the long-distance behavior of the probability density P x (t), it is convenient to introduce the new time variable τ = (t − t x )/σ x . The corresponding scaled probability density P x (τ ) is expressed through P x (t) as P x (τ ) = σ x P x ( t x + σ x τ ) and, according to (3.2), it can be written in the form
Using (3.16), (4.2) and (4.6), the characteristic function of P x (τ ) then reads
where the function Φ(z, λx) is defined by Eq. (4.11) and
Because the characteristic function (5.7) depends only on λx and the integration variable µ, the scaled probability density (5.6) possesses the remarkable property that P x (τ ) is a function of λx and τ which depends neither on the external force f nor on the amplitude g of the dichotomous random force g(x).
In the case of long distances, if λx ≫ 1, the characteristic function (5.7) at µ 4 ≪ λx can be approximated by the two terms of its expansion:
Substituting (5.9) into (5.7) and calculating the integrals, we find the two terms of expression of the scaled probability density
which is valid if λx ≫ max (1, τ 4 ). Thus, in accordance with the central limit theorem of probability theory (see, e.g., Ref. [23] ), the limiting probability density approaches a Gaussian form, i.e., P ∞ (τ ) = (2π) −1/2 e −τ 2 /2 , and P x (τ ) − P ∞ (τ ) ∝ (λx) −1 as λx → ∞.
C. Numerical verification
Our numerical calculations pursue two goals, namely (i) to verify the analytical findings and (ii) to illustrate and visualize the obtained findings. The former is achieved by comparison of the probability density (5.1) with that derived from the numerical simulation of the arrival time (2.1). We use the Maple package for calculating the Fourier integral in (5.2) and employ the histogram procedure to numerically evaluate the probability density. In short, this procedure consists of successive generations of random intervals s j according to the exponential distribution and evaluating the arrival time to a fixed position x for different realizations of random intervals. The probability density is then presented as the histogram of arrival times of the particle. For further details about this procedure we refer the interested reader to Ref. [22] where a similar approach was used for the numerical evaluation of the probability density of the particle position at a fixed time t. In doing so, we made sure that the simulated probability density function is in perfect agreement with the theoretical one, see Fig. 2 . Figure 3 illustrates the short-distance behavior of the probability density (5.1). As can be seen in Fig. 3(a) , at very small values of x the probability density of the arrival time is described by the approximate formula (5.5). In accordance with the assumption made in its derivation, this suggests that the sample paths of g(x) which on the interval (0, x) have more than one change of the sign are responsible for the explicit dependence ofP x (t) on t. If x is not too small, i.e., the total probability of these sample paths is small but non-zero, then, as shown in Fig. 3(b) ,P x (t) is an almost linear function of t. With increasing of x the role of these sample paths becomes increasingly important: The functionP x (t) becomes nonlinear, assumes a unimodal form, and eventually approaches a Gaussian shape, see Fig. 4 .
D. Skewness and kurtosis
In order to quantitatively describe the difference between the arrival time probability density and a Gaussian density with identical mean and variance as P x (t), we calculate the skewness
that characterizes the degree of asymmetry of P x (t), and as well the kurtosis
that characterizes the degree of peakedness of P x (t). Because s(x) ≡ 0 and k(x) ≡ 0 if the arrival time t x follows a Gaussian distribution, one can consider the skewness and kurtosis as appropriate measures of deviation of the arrival time distribution from a Gaussian shape.
Using the representation (4.9) for the central moments, from the definitions (5.11) and (5.12)
we obtain 13) i.e., s(x) and k(x) are universal functions of the single variable λx, see Fig. 5 . Calculating Ψ 3 (λx) and Ψ 4 (λx) and taking into account (5.8), we find an explicit expression for the skewness, 14) and for the kurtosis,
The formulas (5.14) and (5.15) yield in leading order of λx the following relations: s(x) = −(3 √ 3/4)(λx) −1/2 and k(x) = (9/5)(λx) −1 at λx ≪ 1, and s(x) = −(1/2)(λx) −3/2 and k(x) = −3(λx) −1 at λx ≫ 1. These results clearly evidence that the arrival time probability density P x (t) distinctly differs from a Gaussian density at short distances and approaches this Gaussian shape at long distances. Moreover, since |k(x)/s(x)| → ∞ as both, λx → 0 and λx → ∞, the kurtosis can be considered as a unique measure of non-Gaussianity of P x (t). We note that, because of the condition s(x) < 0, the left tail of P x (t) is always heavier than the right tail. Also, P x (t) is more peaked compared to the Gaussian density at distances where k(x) > 0, and is more flattened at distances where k(x) < 0.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We applied the path integral approach to calculate the characteristic function of the arrival time for overdamped particles driven by a constant bias in a piecewise linear random potential producing a dichotomous random force with exponentially distributed spatial intervals. Using the characteristic function, we derived the moments of the arrival time, established universal scaling properties of the central moments, and demonstrated that the arrival time probability density P x (t) contains both a δ-singular contribution and a regular part. While the δ-singular part, whose weight decreases exponentially with increasing x, plays the main role at short distances, the regular part of P x (t) dominates at large distances
x.
At very small distances the regular part is defined by the sample paths with only one change of the sign on the interval (0, x) and in this case its value does not depend on x. Upon increasing x the contribution of other sample paths leads to the transformation of this part of P x (t) into an almost linear function of t, and subsequently into unimodal form, and finally, at x → ∞, it tends to a Gaussian density as x −1 . Moreover, in order to characterize the difference of the arrival time probability density from the Gaussian density, we calculated the skewness and kurtosis. The function P x (t) is more peaked in comparison with the Gaussian density at small x and is more flattened at large x. 
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
For calculating the integrals in (3.15),
we use the method of contour integration [24] . According to (3.12) and (3.17) , the integrands in (A.1), R(κ) = λe ν 0 x /(ν 0 ν 1 − λ 2 ) and S(κ) = ν 2 e ν 0 x /(ν 0 ν 2 − λ 2 ), can be written in the form
The formulas (A.2) exhibit that both R(κ) and S(κ) as functions of the complex variable which follows from (3.15) and (A.1), we get the desired characteristic function (3.16).
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